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hese days, French food is 
taking our city beautiful by 
storm. Every second café
provides croissants, and 
many boulangeries are

cropping up here. The origins of French 
cuisine, which Chandigarh's residents 
are looking to adopt as theirs, go
back to medieval times. 

French meals, which primarily
comprised of spiced meats, were
served simultaneously, a service called 
en confusion. The Middle Ages brought
lavish banquets among the upper
classes with ornate, heavily seasoned
food. With the French Revolution, the
french moved towards using fewer
spices and more herbs. 

Haute Cuisine or simply, "High
Cuisine" of the 17th and 18th
century, is attributed to the gourmet 
specialist named La Varenne, the
first true French cookbook writer.
His recipes changed french cuisine to
the lighter french dishes we know 
today. French cuisine has evolved 
from the 1900s when nouvelle
cuisine was born. Nouvelle cuisine 
high quality, fresh ingredients; lighter 
meals; and simpler, but no less
breathtaking, presentations.Today,
cheese and wine are significant
parts of the cuisine. Modern French 
cooking draws inspiration from the 
many cooking concepts that French 
chefs have developed and presented
over centuries.

French Cuisine



I would like to present a traditional recipe of the Moroccan
pastry Ghriyba with almonds and with different aromas: vanilla, lemon 

zest etc. Ghriyba has many variations, but whether it is Ghriyba or Bahla 
or Ghriyba lbahla in Moroco or Ghribiya in Algeria or Gharaiba in Tunisia, 

it refers to the same type of pastry prepared in different regions of the 
Maghreb. Ghriyba is a hand made cookie prepared from white flour, 

sugar, oil or butter with different flavours according to one’s  taste: lemon 
or orange zest, cinnamon etc. These cookies are generally served with  

Moroccan mint tea especially in parties and in Eid. Ghriyba is one of
the cookies that you can find  in every Moroccan house.

I hope that you will like to try it!

Ghriyba
A recipe by Essaadia Amzil

(Professor at Alliance Française, Chandigarh)



Mix the butter, oil and sugar
Add almond’s powder, seasame 
seeds, vanilla sugar, sugar, a 
pinch of salt and mix. 
Add the flour, baking powder and 
mix all.
Knead the dough for about 10
minutes with your hands or use a 
beater so that all the ingredients are 
mixed.
This step is best done by hand 
since the dough will become 
increasingly stiff and crumbly.
Take a little dough and  in your 
hands and shape it into a smooth 
ball  and put it on a parchment 
paper in a baking sheet.

500 g white flour
125 g sugar
125 g softened butter
125 g oil
40 g sesame seeds
40 g almond powder
(can be replaced by
coconut powder)
1 sachet of vanilla sugar
(can be replaced by orange 
blossom water, lemon zest 
or 3 or 4 cloves  according 
to one’s taste)
8 g baking powder
 A pinch of salt

Ingredients :

Preparation :
Preheat the oven to 170° C. Put the 
baking sheet in the oven with only  
the upper part of the oven switched 
on for about 20 minutes  (this is 
important so that you can get cracks 
in the surface of the cookies as seen 
in the photo)
After 20 minutes then switch on the 
lower part of the oven and continue 
the baking for about 10 more
minutes. 
Remove the cookies from the oven 
and allow to cool  for a few minutes.
Leave to cool completely before 
removing  from the baking sheet to 
avoid  breaking. 
Enjoy !



Triste comme un
repas sans fromage

A meal without cheese is such a lonely sight. 
French expression Triste comme un

repas sans fromage means to be very sad.



Intensive introductory course 
One diploma in 3 months 

6 SEPTEMBER TO 26 NOVEMBER 2021 

LEVEL 1 & 2 EUROPEAN LEVEL = A1 

MORNING 7 to 9.10 am 
10.10 am to 12.20 pm 

1.10 to 3.20 pm 
2.10 to 4.20 pm 

3.10 to 5.20 pm 
5.30 to 7.40 pm 

AFTERNOON 

EVENING 

130 HOURS IN TOTAL 

A1 DIPLOMA IN 3 MONTHS

BOOK – COSMOPOLITE 1 

Rs 14,000/- + Rs 2,520 (18% GST) 

= Rs 16,520/- 

*Books to pay separately

MONDAY  TO THURSDAY

REGULAR 
Introductory course 

SEPTEMBER TO NOVEMBER 2021 

LEVEL 1 EUROPEAN LEVEL = A1 

MORNING 7 to 9.10 am 

5.45 to 7.25 pm EVENING 

65 HOURS IN TOTAL IN ONE SESSION 

A1 DIPLOMA IN 6 MONTHS = 2 SESSIONS 

BOOK – COSMOPOLITE 1 

Rs 7,500/- + Rs 1,350 (18% GST) 

= Rs 8,850/- 

*Books to pay separately

MONDAY, TUESDAY, THURSDAY 
6 SEPTEMBER TO 29 NOVEMBER 

TUESDAY TO FRIDAY
7 SEPTEMBER TO 25 NOVEMBER

FAST TRACK

FRENCH CLASSES 100% ONLINE
FOR BEGINNERS CLASS 



WEEKEND 
Introductory course level 
One diploma in 6 months 

11 SEPTEMBER TO 28 NOVEMBER 2021 

LEVEL 1 EUROPEAN LEVEL = A1.1 

SATURDAY
AFTERNOON

1:30 - 4:40 am 

9:30 to 12:40 am
SUNDAY

MORNING 

65 HOURS IN TOTAL IN ONE SESSION
TIMINGS INCLUDE 20 MINUTE BREAK 

A1 DIPLOMA IN 6 MONTHS = 2 SESSIONS

BOOK – COSMOPOLITE 1 

Rs 9,000/- + Rs 1,620 (18% GST) 

= Rs 10,620/- 

*Books to pay separately

WEEKENDS

All students need to have the textbook and the workbook when the classes start 
Fee, timings & days are subject to change 

Fee once paid is not refundable once the classes have started. 

Minimum number of students required to start a class: 08 Maximum number of 
students in one class: 17

Age limit: 15 years and above

Books can be bought from:

1 The Alliance Française: Write to: librarian.chandigarh@afindia.org or call
   +91 7986661775 to fix the time to come to the Alliance to purchase them

2. Or they can be ordered from Goyal Publishers in New Delhi
    info@goyalpublisher.com OR goyalpublishers@gmail.com OR Whatsapp:

 9650597009 or 8076895595 (please send your order only to one number or mail ID)

For registrations, please visit our website - https://chandigarh.afindia.org 
For any other queries you can call us at - +91 07986661775



FAST TRACK - 3 MONTHS
One diploma in 3 months 

Session: September – December 2021
FRENCH CLASSES FOR HIGHER LEVELS

Course

Intensive
Elementary Course

Level 3 & 4

Monday to Saturday

06 September to
26 November, 2021 

Monday to Saturday

10:10 am to 12:30 pm06 September to
02 Dcember, 2021 

7:00 to 9:20 am//
10:00 am to 12:30 pm//

2:10 to 4:30 pm//
5:15 to 7:35 pm

Rs 15,000 + 2,700
Rs 17,700

*Books to pay seperately

Rs 16,000 + 2,880
Rs 18,880

*Books to pay seperately

Cosmopolite 2 A2

Cosmopolite 3 B1

A2

B1
Intensive

Intermediate Course
Level 5 & 6

EU level Dates & Days Timings Tuition Fee + 18% GST Books

REGULAR WEEKDAY  - 3 MONTHS
One diploma in 6 months (3 months + 3 months) 

Course

Introductory Course
Level 2

MON, TUE, THU
06 September to

29 Novemeber, 2021

TUE TO FRI
07 September to 

25 November, 2021

Monday to Thursday

4:15 pm to 6:00 pm06 September to
23 November 2021 

Monday, Wednesday,
Thursday

06 September to
02 December 2021 

Monday, Tuesday,
Thursday

06 September to
01 December 2021 

7:00 am to 8:40 am

5:45 pm to 7:25 pm 

7:00 am to 9:15 am

5:15 pm to 7:30 pm 

7:00 am to 9:15 am

10:10 am to 12:25 pm

5:15 pm to 7:30 pm 

Rs 7,500 + 1,350
Rs 8,850

Rs 8,000 + 1,440
Rs 9,440

*Books to pay seperately

Rs 8,720+ 1,570
Rs 10,290

*Books to pay seperately

Rs 8,710+ 1,570
Rs 10,290

*Books to pay seperately

Cosmopolite 3 A1

Cosmopolite 2 A2

Cosmopolite 3 B1

Cosmopolite 3 B1

A1.2

A2.1

B1.1

B1.2

Elementary Course 
Level 3

Intermediate Course 
Level 5

Intermediate Course 
Level 6

EU level Dates & Days Timings Tuition Fee + 18% GST Books

*Books to pay seperately



Weekend - 3 MONTHS
One diploma in 6 months (3 months + 3 months) 

Course

Introductory Course
Level 2

Elementary Course
Level 3

Elementary Course
Level 4

Intermediate Course
Level 6

Saturday & Sunday

11 September to
28 November, 2021 

Saturday & Sunday

11 September to
28 November, 2021 

11 September to
28 November, 2021 

Saturday & Sunday

1:30 am to 4:30 pm
9:30 am to 12:55 pm

1:30 am to 5:10 pm
9:30 am to 1:10 pm

1:30 to 4:40 pm
9:30 am to 12:40 pm

Rs 9,000 + 1,620
Rs 10,620

*Books to pay seperately

Rs 9,822 + 1,768
Rs 11,590

*Books to pay seperately

Rs 10,500 + 1,890
Rs 12,390

*Books to pay seperately

Cosmopolite 1 A1

Cosmopolite 2 A2

Cosmopolite 3 B1

A1.2

A2.1

A2.2

B1.1

EU level Dates & Days Timings Tuition Fee + 18% GST Books

REGULAR WEEKDAY  - 3 MONTHS
One diploma in 6 months (3 months + 3 months) 

Course

Advanced Course 1
Level 7

Advanced Course 1
Level 8

Advanced Course II
Level 9

Monday to Thursday

06 September to
29 November 2021 

Monday to Thursday

06 September to
29 November 2021 

Monday to Thursday

06 September to
29 November 2021 

Monday to Thursday

06 September to
29 November 2021 

10:10 am to 12:30 am

5:15 pm to 7:35 pm 

7:00 am to 9:20 am

10:10 am to 12:30 pm 

10:10 am to 12:30 pm

Rs 9,720 + 1,750
Rs 11,470

Rs 9,720 + 1,750
Rs 11,470

*Books to pay seperately

Rs 9,720+ 1,750
Rs 11,470

*Books to pay seperately

Cosmopolite 4 B2

Cosmopolite 4 B2

Cosmopolite 5 C1

B2.1

B2.2

C1.1

Advanced Course II
Level 10

5:15 am to 7:35 pm

Rs 9,720+ 1,750
Rs 11,470

*Books to pay seperately

Cosmopolite 5 C1C1.2

EU level Dates & Days Timings Tuition Fee + 18% GST Books

*Books to pay seperately







Tell us something about yourself?
 
Well, I am a Pastry chef who
gained his early experience at
L’Opera, one of the famous French
bakery houses in Delhi, India. After
completingmy graduation in hospitality
L’Opera is where I learnt the art of
French pastries and fell in love with
it.Now I am running my own venture 
by the name of Fait Maison. 

How did your journey as a chef 
begin?

I grew up hearing tales of the name 
and fame my grandfather had as a 
Halwai. When I was in elementary 
school, I joined cooking classes; 
though I was the only boy among

Fait Maison
Ashish Ahuja

thirty-one girls. I started taking part
in cooking competitions and eventually
won most of them. But growing up I
never realized this is something I carried
in my genes until someone asked me
why do you want to become a chef. 
That was the day I came to know I have
inherited all of it from my grandfather.
 
From Indian desserts to French,
I followed my own path and rebound
ed with my grandfather’s. The journey 
wasn’t easy, believe me. 

What are French pastries to you?

If you want my honest opinion
on this, French pastries are what
Fait Maison is all about. I started the 

Ashish Ahuja is a pastry chef
behind the amazing croissants and 

pasteries that the city has been raving 
about lately. Here he is sharing some of 

his secrets with us.



brand with a very little knowledge of 
French cuisine but now that I know it 
is not just something I am serving as 
a dessert to people. It is my whole 
heart and emotions that I put in each 
single product i make and serve to 
my clients. 

What is your preferred step in the 
baking process?

In easy language I would say it is
the beginning, the middle and the
end. But yes, if I go into more details;
it is assembling the whole thing,
decorating it and giving those
final touches. 



                                                    For the biscuit base:
200g biscuits (it’s better with Speculoos)
50g butter

                                                                                                      For the strawberry basil leaves mousse:
250g strawberries (+ 5 strawberries)
100ml aquafaba (chickpeas cooking water)
5 basil leaves
4 tbsp brown sugar
1 lemon
1tsp olive oil

What advice will you give to the 
young emerging chefs in the city?

This is actually a tricky question for 
me because I still don’t consider 
myself at a point where I can advice 
young emerging chefs. But yeah, 
what I can suggest is to always use 
good ingredients. Market made 
purees are easily available at stores 
but try to replace them with fresh
and seasonal fruits and use dairy
creams. That’s all. 

What motivates you the most in this 
job?

It is actually those long messages 
and reviews I get from my clients on 
a daily basis. They just make my day 
and keep me motivated.  

www.faitmaisonchd.com
faitmaison.chd



Fraisier au basilic vegan
(vegan strawberry basil leaves mousse)

                                                    For the biscuit base:
200g biscuits (it’s better with Speculoos)
50g butter

                                                                                                      For the strawberry basil leaves mousse:
250g strawberries (+ 5 strawberries)
100ml aquafaba (chickpeas cooking water)
5 basil leaves
4 tbsp brown sugar
1 lemon
1tsp olive oil

INGREDIENTS
                                                   For the assembling:

10-15 strawberries
(it depends of the size)
A few basil leaves

Recipe
by Tiphaine

(Professor at
Alliance Française,

Chandigarh)



Strawberry basil leaves mousse:
Start by heating up the olive oil in a 
pan. Then cut 250g of strawberries 
and put them in the pan, along with 
2tbsp of sugar and a bit of water.
Cover and cook for 15 minutes.
Turn down the heat and add the 
basil leaves.

Blend to liquid, and put in the fridge.
While the strawberries « coulis » is 
cooling, put the aquafaba in a large 
bowl along with 2tbsp of sugar and 
the lemon juice. 

Whip it until it looks like a cloud… 
And whip even more! (the aquafaba 
doesn’t stay like that as easily as the 
egg white so you have to whip it for 
a long time).

When the coulis is cold, add the 
aquafaba in it little by little with a 
spatula. 
Set aside in the fridge.
Then cut 5 strawberries into small 
pieces.

                               Biscuit base:
Melt the butter.
Blend the biscuits then add the 
melted butter.
Set aside.

                     Filling:
Take off the green leaves, then cut 
the strawberries in half (height wise).

                                Assembling:
In a cake mold, but the biscuit base 
and apply pressure to even it.
Then put the strawberries cut in half 
all around the circle (the cut side of 
the strawberry has to face the out
side of the cake mold), and put the 
strawberry pieces in the middle.
Pour over the strawberry mousse 
and even it.

Pro tip

 You want to know when it’s 

whipped enough? Turn your bowl

upside down over your head! If the

mousse stays in the bowl and doesn’t fall

over your head, then you’re good to go!

DIRECTIONS



Put some strawberries and basil 
leaves as you wish for decoration. 
enjoy and eat it!

Why did I choose this recipe?

I love this recipe, especially because 
it’s the only one that I didn’t entirely 
copy from the internet, I made it 
mine and I love that!

The first time I baked that fraisier 
vegan was during my internship in 
the USA. I was an intern in a school
along with five other girls.We became
very good friends and spent our time 
together.And one of them is vegan!
I had absolutely no experience with
vegan food before that and I wanted
to cook something that we could
all eat.

I think that as a french person,
cooking and eating with my family
 

and friends is really important, it has
a strong meaning to me.So together
we thought of a cake that we would
all like and that would be extraordinary!

It was that day that I discovered that 
the chickpea cooking water was 
used in vegan recipes to replace the 
whipped egg whites. It was a shock 
for me haha! 

The first time I baked it, it didn’t work 
well because I didn’t know that I had 
to whip the aquafaba longer than egg
whites so it was falling apart, but now
I know it! (if you want to keep it longer,
add more sugar)Don’t worry, we still
ate it ;) And it was really good!

I can’t wait to see you try it! Don’t 
forget to send us pictures!
Bon appétit!



This year, the Alliance
Francaise network in India is 

participating in a worldwide contest in 
which the Alliance students of AF from 
different countries will face each other 
by answering questions about French 

culture: art, gastronomy, history,
and language. 

The two winners of each local AF 
preselection will go on to the India 
national phase :

Friday 01st of October 2021, 
7.00PM, representing each Alliance 
Française in India.

The two winners of the national 
stage will finally meet on:

Saturday, November 27th, 2021, for 
the international final, in which they 
will compete with students from all 
over the world!

Défi Inter 
Alliances

In this first edition, the contest is 
international, and more than +25 
countries participate. It will be
organized with two online tools: 
Zoom and Kahoot. 

This contest will follow three 
phases:

In the first phase, local preselection 
among the participants of each 
Alliance Française : 

Friday 06th of August 2021, 
7.00PM. 





Tell us something about yourself?

My name is Delphine. I have been 
living in India for a year and a half 
now. In France, I am a tourist guide 
because I like to introduce the
culture of my country to tourists, 
whether French or foreign. In India,
I decided to resume my studies to 
teach my native language to Indians 
and through this make them
discover French culture. When my 
husband told me that he had the 
opportunity to get a job in India,
I was thrilled and excited to have
the experience.

How has your experience in India 
been so far? Is there any experience 
in particular that stood out for you?

So far my Indian experience
has gone very well even if it was
disrupted by the Coronavirus epidemic 

which prevents me from living my 
expatriation as I thought I could.
I think that one is never really ready 
to live in India and each day is a 
discovery for me so much the
culture is different.

I will miss the optimism, the sense
of hospitality and the kindness of the 
Indians I have met when I have to 
leave.

Without hesitation, the Indian
experence that has marked me
the most so far is the discovery of
the Taj Mahal. We may have seen
hundreds of  photographs of this
monument; we can only feel tiny in
the face of its grandeur.

An experience 
of expatriation

of  Delphine
Delphine is a French native staying
in Chandigarh. She is associated with
us from the past 2 years. She is 
helping us for the french conversation 
classes & also for the cultural and 
Library activities on volunteer basis



Name one of your favourite French 
dish and Indian dish. How would you 
relate the French cuisine flavour to 
the Indian cuisine flavour?

I really am someone who loves 
eating. When I go on vacation,
whether in France or abroad, it is
essential for me to discover the local
cuisine: 

Pad Thai in Thailand, tapas in Spain, 
real Neapolitan pizza in Italy ... Every
thing makes me want, everything 
makes me salivate. If I had to really
pick my favorite French dish I would
say   (typical liquid cheese from
northeastern France) with potatoes
and salad.

In India, my favorite non-veg dish is 
butter chicken with cumin rice and 
naan. In veg, the rajmah with rice and 
raita is just ahead of the others.
At first glance, it is difficult to find 
similarities between French cuisine 
and Indian cuisine.

Finally, it is about local cuisines, 
which change according to the
external influences that they have
known. The cuisin of the South of
France is very different from that of
the North, just like in India.They are
also creative kitchens in which we
find a lot of ingredients. We do not
use as much chilli, masala or ginger
but our dishes are enhanced by
milder spices such as Clou de giroble
or pepper but also by wine for example.

How was your experience of taking 
conversation classes at Alliance 
Française?

Providing conversation classes is
a great opportunity for me and I
thank the Alliance Française team for
letting me lead them. What I like
most is that every week, I have the
privilege of talking for several hours
with Indians and sharing our respective 
cultures: I introduce my culture and I 
also learn a lot about the Indian cultures.
Isn't that a dream job?



Brothers On Board
We had the opportunity to get to know about the journey of the Chandigarh based
rock band Brothers On Board. We had the pleasure of listening to them in
Fête De La Musique 2021. Here are some things that they shared with us:

Pragyan Sharma and drummer 
Rohin Mynee.

What was your first break?

Brothers On Board’s first break 
was winning first prize in Fête
de la Musique 2018 at Alliance 
Française, Chandigarh.

 ell us something about
yourself? How was Brothers 
on Board formed?

Brothers On Board is an
instrumental hard rock band formed in 
Chandigarh, India in 2017. Brothers On 
Board’s lineup comprises of frontman/ lead 
guitarist Mitesh Mynee, bass guitarist 



Tell us about a professional 
moment closest to your heart.

Releasing our debut single ‘After
math’ on 26th April, 2019 holds a
special place in our hearts. 

What according to you are 5 dos 
and five don’ts for a musician?
 

  Do’s:
• Respect your instruments.
• Keep introducing yourself to new
  music.
• Clear your basics and practice
   every single day.
• Focus on being more creative
   and original. 
• Be humble. 

  Don’ts:
• Don’t take shortcuts.
• Don’t miss jam sessions.
• Don’t be disrespectful to your 
  audience.
• Don’t be unprofessional with your 
  music.
• Don’t stop learning. 

How was your experience with 
Fête de la musique?

We always love performing at Fête 
de la Musique annual event at Alliance 
Française. Our experience with Fête de 
la Musique 2021 was wonderful. We 
would like to thank Alliance Française 
for providing us the opportunity to play 
our music on Boxout.FM online radio 
station.

What will be your next music 
release?
 
Brothers On Board is currently 
recording ‘Abstract is a State of Mind’ 
album. We have finished recording the 
title track and our debut single ‘Aftermath’
will also be a part of this album.

www.brothersonboard.com
Know more about us at:



On the occasion of #BastilleDay, (re)discover a selection of
heritagefilms on IFcinéma à la carte from 10th July to 10 August!

Stream for free “The Murderer Lives at Number 21” (1942) by Henri-Georges 
Clouzot, “The Silence of the Sea” (1949) by Jean-Pierre Melville, “Zazie in the 
Metro” (1960) by Louis Malle, and the Nigerien classic “Cabascabo” (1969) by 

Oumarou Ganda, till 10th August.

Sign up to access at https://ifcinema.institutfrancais.com/en/streaming/alacarte





Public health measures are applicable to 
all travellers leaving or entering France. 
Moreover, restrictions
on access to French territory are
in place, depending on travellers’
country of departure. The conditions on 
your travel to France will differ, depend
ing on the country from
which your trip began and on your
vaccination status. A classification of 
departure countries has been made 
based on public health indicators.
The country lists may be modified 
according to developments in
their epidemic situation.

As of 23 July 2021, India is classified 
under the “Amber” country list. “Talent 
passport” holders, students and 
researchers fall under the categories
of compelling reasons for travelling to 
France.The usual travel restrictions 
apply (visa, length of stay, etc). 
Regardless of your place of departure, if 
you show symptoms of COVID-19
on arrival in France, you will be placed 
under quarantine or an isolation
facility by the prefect. 

You are arriving from an ’amber’ list 
country/ territoryCountries in which 
there is active circulation of the virus in 
controlled proportions, without the 
spread of concerning variants. These 
are all countries not included in the 
’green’ and ’red’ lists, which includes 
India. If you are vaccinated There are 
no restrictions on entry to mainland 
France.

You must furnish:

A proof of vaccination status. 
A sworn statement attesting to the 
absence of covid-19 infection
symptoms and contact with a
confirmed covid-19 case.

Only vaccines authorised either by the 
European Commission or the French
National Agency for the Safety of Medi
cines and Health Products are accept
ed for this purpose.

The vaccination schedule is
considered complete 28 days after
the administration of one dose for the 

COVID-19:Conditions
for entering France



Janssen vaccine and 7 days after the
administration of a second dose for 
dose for the other authorised
vaccines (Pfizer/Comirnaty, Moderna, 
AstraZeneca/Vaxzevria/Covishield).

If you are not vaccinated you must 
provide:

A compelling reason to enter metro
politan France. The indicative list of 
compelling reasons can be found on 
the certificate of international travel 
for metropolitan France, which can be 
downloaded here. Holders of "talent 
passports", students and researchers 
fall under the list of compelling rea
sons allowing them to travel to 
France.

A negative PCR test carried out less 
than 72 hours before departure or a 
negative antigen test carried out less 
than 48 hours before departure to the 
transport company and the border 
control authorities.

A sworn statement attesting to the 
absence of covid-19 infection symp
toms and contact with a confirmed 
covid-19 case

An undertaking to undergo an anti
genic test or pathological test, which 
will be carried out on your arrival in 
mainland France;

An undertaking to self-isolate for 
seven days and an undertaking to 
undergo a virological screening test 
(PCR) at the end of the isolation 
period.
For Details Please refer to 
https://in.ambafrance.org/
COVID-19-Conditions-for-enter
ing-France

For any questions 
Campus France Desk
Alliance Francaise De Chandigarh
Email:chandigarh@india-campus
france.org
Mob: 09821493973



Address:
Next To Hibiscus Garden
Sector 36-A, Chandigarh,
India 160036

“COVID-19” updated contacts:
General information: +91 7986661775
Reimbursement: +91 9878081322 or +91 9872381581
Email: info.chandigarh@afindia.org
Course enrollment: Email: counsellor.chandigarh@afindia.org
Website: 

Alliance Française Chandigarhalliancefrancaisechandigarh
https://chandigarh.afindia.org


